Recap
People that queued up to buy
batteries and generators as power-backup last month have been
witnessed queuing in their cars to
fill up fuel tanks at the gas stations
in April. Apparently, the junta’s
brilliant regulation to restrict the
usage of foreign currency in the
country has backfired, and created a string of bottlenecks in the
trading sector, most visibly in oil &
gas as importers have been forced
to hold the payments due to difficulties in procuring the US dollar. Naturally, it instilled fear that
the fuel supply is running out in
Myanmar. And our people obliged
once again. Hundreds of vehicles
were pictured two or three days in
a row lining up to purchase their
quota of fuel while cries for more
fuel were observed on social media. During that period, it felt as
if fuel shortage in the city was a
more significant issue than people
drying and starving in the areas
where the actual battles have broken out.
The junta backtracked a bit on its
ridiculed foreign exchange rule
when the Japanese embassy appealed to exempt Japanese companies and government agencies
from it. A couple of weeks later, Myanmar’s central bank announced a broad exemption of
foreign entities from a requirement to convert foreign exchange
into the local currency. The list included companies with approved
foreign investments, firms in special economic zones, international
NGOs, embassies, United Nations
agencies, and state-owned airlines. Yes, the exemption of such
entities and individuals has certainly made the rule a little less
terrible, however, it was also “the
help” of the international community in the nutshell. The investors and diplomats would always
protect their best interests first
instead of calling out the junta
for all the injustice committed to-

ward our citizens as a whole. In
the same week, Japanese Defense
Minister Nobuo Kishi revealed
that Japan will once again accept
the regime’s military personnel for
training at Japan’s defense facilities. This is the second time since
the February 2021 coup in Myanmar that Japan has accepted
members of SAC. Disappointing.
Other than that, April was full of
positives in terms of legitimacy in
international diplomacy. The National Unity Government (NUG)
said that they have requested
USD one billion that belongs to
the people of Myanmar which has
been frozen by the US Government since the coup and the US
officials have responded well to
the request. Throughout a year of
its existence, NUG has claimed to
raise and mobilize USD 700 million for supporting Civil Disobedience Movement (CDM), People’s
Defense Forces (PDF), Internally
Displaced Persons (IDPs), and so
forth. Hence, if USD one billion is
to be released by the US, the resistance movement will be given a much-needed boost swiftly.
Meanwhile, Malaysia’s Foreign
Minister Saifuddin Abdullah said
that his government has engaged
with the NUG, marking the first
time that a leader from the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) has admitted to contacts
with the Myanmar rightful government. Hopefully, that will pave
the way for more formal talks between the regional bloc and the
NUG, as their Five-Point Consensus has been largely ignored by
the regime.

Karenni (Kayah) State. However,
NUG’s local alliance Karenni National Progressive Party (KNPP) has
voiced its objection, citing that the
NUG’s announcement violated the
Federal Charter, and vowed to form
its own administration in the region. It is a delicate issue that could
create a rift between local ethnic
people and NUG if not addressed
properly.
Another highlight of the month is
the formation of the pro-military
Thway Thout Group. As the junta-appointed ward administrators
and dalans/informers have been
threatened and killed by resistance
forces, the military seems to have
found a counterplot. In addition to
arbitrary arrests, lawless killings,
and unjustified violence, another
vigilant group has been formed to
target the resistance movement.
Started in Mandalay, similar task
forces have been formed in several areas of the country and have
already killed eight people including National League for Democracy
(NLD) officials and family members
of PDFs during a week in Mandalay and Yangon. The group has also
issued death threats against independent journalists exposing junta
atrocities and their families. Undoubtedly, this is a strategy ruthlessly planned to wipe out everyone on Myanmar soil that dares to
defy the regime. Yet, the people
of Myanmar have refused to quit.
The coming months will be full of
bloodshed.

On a more personal note, Mohinga
Matters’s website has been restricted as part of the junta’s whitelist
campaign. People in the country
While its accomplishment on the can no longer access our site withglobal scale did not go unnoticed, out using a VPN. While it certainthe NUG’s journey to build trust ly instills a level of paranoia, there
with the ethnic stakeholders may is no feeling prouder than being
require some time. In April, the banned for advocating truth by the
NUG declared that it had formed junta known for continuously limitthe people’s administrative teams ing the freedom of expression unat the village/village tract level in der its watch. We must keep going.
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April 1, 2022
April 2, 2022

The regime’s Peace Council held a meeting with
the Shan State Progress Party/Shan State Army
(SSPP/SSA) in Naypyidaw.

April
Timeline

Junta’s foreign minister Wunna Maung Lwin paid
a visit to Huangshan City in China under the invitation of Chinese counterpart. During the visit,
the two sides discussed intensifying progress of
ongoing projects and promoting peace along the
shared border.

April 3, 2022
Junta’s Central Bank of Myanmar (CBM) ordered
that all foreign currency inflows must be converted to Myanmar Kyats within one day, under
a rate set by CBM which is way below the market
rate. All foreign currency outflows now require
approval from Foreign Currency Supervisory
Committee, and foreign currency purchase from
banks authorized only after approval.

April 4, 2022
Ma Moe Moe Htway, 14, was reportedly raped
and killed by junta soldiers in Htal Law Village
of Gantgaw Township. The burned bodies of her
and her father were discovered with their hands
tied behind their backs.

April 6, 2022
Junta soldiers arrested a 4-year-old from kindergarten with the accusations of his parents supporting the PDFs.
The regime gave an order to the tourism industry: hotels; motels; inns and guesthouses to deny
the stays when no national registration card of
the guest is provided at the receptions. The order is targeted at the traveling young people
aged between 18 to 35 whom the SAC assume
as members of People Defense Forces(PDF) and
underground guerrilla forces in disguise.

April 7, 2022
The NUG revealed a reward plan to attract regime soldiers for defection. The highest reward
is worth USD 500,000 if any soldier defects with
a military aircraft, followed by the USD 300,000
reward if any aircraft is destroyed in army bases.
The BURMA ACT of 2021 was passed by the US
House of Representatives. The bill was introduced in October 2021 and intended to bring together four primary threads of US policy towards
Myanmar: targeting military revenues through
sanctions, supporting the pro-democracy movement, authorizing humanitarian assistance and
pursuing accountability for the military’s atrocities.

April 8, 2022
Yangon Military Command under the Ministry of
Defense, NUG announced that it had completed
the first wave of Pyan Hlwar Aung Operation and
introduced the second wave named Nan Htike
Aung Operation.

April 10, 2022
NUG’s Nan Htike Aung military operation kicked
off with guerrilla attacks on the regime’s forces on security duty near the houses of the coup
leaders Min Aung Hlaing and Soe Win on Inya
Road, Yangon.
Clashes in Lay Kay Kaw Town of Karen State resumed between Karen National Liberation Army
(KNLA)’s Cobra Force and the regime forces on
April 10. About 300 SAC’s troops marched into
the area, igniting back and forth firings. At least
20 deaths were reported on the Junta’s side
while two KNLA rangers were also killed and another four were wounded.

April 11, 2022
Chin Relief Funding Program (CRFP) organized
the ‘Tumee’(homemade rifles for hunting) Lottery Tickets Sale Campaign from April 11 to 25 to
raise funds for the defense forces in Chin State.
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April 13, 2022
On the first day of the Thingyan New Year Festival, the people of Myanmar refused to celebrate
since the country is under military rule with no
reason for celebration.
A loud explosion took place in Pazundaung
Township of Yangon and later it was reported to
be an attack on the office of Young Men’s Buddhist Association (YMBA), a so-called nationalism
association made up of extremists sponsored by
Min Aung Hlaing.

April 16, 2022
On the first anniversary of the formation of NUG,
cabinet members of the civilian-elected government uploaded video messages on its Facebook
page to update their works in the past year.
April 17, 2022
The regime released 1619 prisoners under New
Year amnesty, yet no prisoner of conscience, detained after the 2021 coup, was released.
Rumors spread on the night of April 17 that the
country is already low on petroleum reserves due
to tightened control over foreigh currency, causing drivers to be lining up at gas-stations on April
18-19.

April 18, 2022
U Yee Mon, Minister for Defense of the NUG,
disclosed that 259 battalions of PDF have been
formed, and a total of 401 local defense forces,
which are operating as guerrilla fashion, are at
work, and majority of them are in contact with
the NUG. He said that the NUG now has 50,000
to 100,000 troops of PDF but refused to give the
exact number.

April 20, 2022
KNU’s Brigade 1 ordered two military outposts
to retreat from their territory in Bilin Township
of Mon State in three days. The KNU also said
that any regime soldier who would like to switch
sides should inform the ethnic armed group.

April 21, 2022
The Karenni National Defense Force (KNDF) detained two soldiers and 24 staff members from
junta’s electricity supply office in Phekon Township of Shan State, transferred them to Karenni
State Police (KSP) to take action.

April 23, 2022
NLD’s minister for the Ministry of Investment and
Foreign Economic Relations U Thaung Tun was
charged with anti-corruption charges for three
cases and received nine-year jail time from junta
court on April 23. He had worked under successive military regimes in the past.

April 22, 2022
Junta court pressed charges against freelance
reporter Soe Yarzar Tun with anti-terrorisim law.
He was once detained in 2021 for four months,
and arrested again on March 10, 2022 for the second time.
Min Aung Hlaing, through junta media, said that
he would have peace dialogue with representatives from ethnic armed organizations (EAOs)
personally since he previously claimed to restore
peace in 2022.

April 24, 2022
In Mandalay, NLD party member U Tin, and the
wife of an NLD township party chair Daw Kha
were abducted by an armed group, and the dead
body of U Tin was left in front of NLD office the
next day. Daw Kha was also left with severe gunshot wounds, and she’s under treatment. Party
members assumed that the killing was done by
pro-military armed group Thway Thout.
Student leader Min Han Htet confirmed that seven students from Dagon University were unable
to contact since April 21, and the families and
friends worried that they are abducted by the
junta.
April 24 marked one year since ASEAN
five-point-consensus, with the people of Myanmar and observers taking note of its remarkable
lack of progress.

April 26, 2022
Local advocacy group Justice for Myanmar (JFM)
exposed that Star Sapphire Group of Companies
has partnered with the family of the coup leader
Min Aung Hlaing, and been supporting the military in purchasing weapons.
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April 27, 2022
Junta court sentenced the detained leader Daw
Aung San Suu Kyi with five years of jail time under anti-corruption law. She was accused of being bribed by U Phyo Min Thein, Yangon Region
Chief Minister, who testified against her last year.
Dark Shadow, a group of guerrilla resistance
fighters, was arrested by the junta forces in Kyimyindaing Township, Yangon. Witnesses heard
that shots were fired in the process of arrest, but
the details are yet to be disclosed.
Prominent lawyer Ywet Nu Aung, who was representing the former minister for Mandalay Region Dr Zaw Myint Maung, was detained on April
27 in May on her way back from his trial. She is
known for her strong ties with the NLD, and is an
advocate for rule of law in the country.

April 28, 2022
Yangon Region’s Minister for Social Affairs U Naing Ngan Lin received 15 years of imprisonment
by junta court.
Major Saw Htoo Kashaw, a military strategist from
Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA)’s Brigade
5 area, died in a battle.

April 30, 2022
U Khun Htun Oo, the former chairperson of Shan
Nationalities League for Democracy (SNLD),
passed away in his Yangon home. The 78-yearold ethnic leader had led the SNLD for more than
30 years.
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Junta’s Cruel New Year’s Presents:
Prison Sentences for All
Leading up to the days of the
Myanmar New Year/Thingyan
holidays, the military council
sent a clear message to the people still defying the military coup
with its military tribunals giving
out ridiculous prison sentences
as new year’s presents.

able data. These sentences were
handed down under the charges
of the Counter-Terrorism Law,
Possession of Weapons and Ammunition, killing under martial
law, Section 505A and 505(b) of
the Penal Code as well as general
corruption charges.

Since the ruling of the Min
Aung Hlaing-led military council reached its one-year mark,
the military tribunals and special courts inside various prisons
across the country have started the process of wrapping up
thousands of cases involving
individuals who were detained
for standing against the military
coup on February 1, 2021. Between the last week of March
and April, the junta’s military tribunals and special courts have
handed down the harshest prison sentences towards youths,
government ministers, and anyone affiliated with the ousted
National League for Democracy
party (NLD), and ridiculous prison sentences towards student
activists, journalists, university
students, protesters and civilians
who donated and supported the
anti-junta movement.

A month later on April 29, the Assistance Association for Political
Prisoners (AAPP) reported that
the number of people sentenced
to prison (including those sentenced in absentia) rose to 1,149.
The latest data from AAPP didn’t
specify the total number of death
and life imprisonment but reported that the total number of
death sentences has increased
to 16, in-person and absentia.

Available Statistics
According to the Institute for
Strategy and Policy-Myanmar’s
Data Matters series, there have
been at least 1,014 people who
have been sentenced to prison
(including those sentenced in
absentia) as of March 28, 2022.
Among them, 834 received prison sentences and the remaining
180 were sentenced to death
and life imprisonment which
accounted for 18 percent of the
total convicted based on avail-

Towards Youths and Civilians
Between March and April, the
military council handed down a
total of 135 sentences according
to available data by ISP-Myanmar and AAPP. The first news report of harsh sentences against
the youths was reported on
March 17 when 15 youths from
Yangon Region’s North Okkalapa, Hlaing Tharyar, and Dagon
Myothit (East) townships were
given death or life imprisonment for alleged involvement in
the resistance movement. Four
youths from Dagon Myothit
(East) townships were accused
of killing a high school teacher
on November 5, 2021, and were
sentenced to death under Section 302(1)(n) of the Penal Code.
Three youths from Hlaing Tharyar Township who were accused
of killing an administrator of a
hundred households were also
slapped with death sentences
as well as life sentences under
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Section 50(a) and 50 (i) of the
Counter-Terrorism Law for using
explosives and conducting bomb
attacks. The other eight youths,
four each from North Okkalapa
and Hlaing Tharyar townships
also received life imprisonment.
DVB News’s report on March 24
said two members of the Kayah
State Students Union who were
helping people displaced by
conflict were each sentenced to
three years’ imprisonment for incitement under Section 505A of
the Penal Code by a court in Loikaw Township on March 22.
However, most convictions were
reported between March 29 and
April 8. More than 30 prison sentences were handed down by
junta-controlled courts in Yangon, Magway, and Tanintharyi
regions as well as Rakhine State
against anti-junta protesters,
who were mainly university students, youths, and political activists. [***Note: These are based on
data available via the news agency reports and the exact number
of sentencings, the actual numbers could be more than this.]
Some of the sentences were
as ridiculous as they sounded.
Four civilians each from Tanintharyi Region and Rakhine State

received a 10-year prison sentence under Section 52A of the
Counter-Terrorism Law between
March 29 and 31 for allegedly donating money to the armed resistance groups, as well as the
National Unity Government and
the Committee Representing
Pyidaungsu Hluttaw.
Around 10 university students
and members of the University Students’ Union across the
country were sentenced to three
years’ imprisonment under Section 505A of the Penal Code on
March 31. The same day, a Magway University student was given seven years in prison under
Section 19(f) of the Arms Act. Another student from the Monywa
University of Technology who
was majoring in Information
Technology was sentenced to 15
years’ imprisonment under Section 50(j) of the Counter-Terrorism Law by a court in Nay Pyi Taw
Prison on April 8. The reason for
this lengthy sentencing was due
to his participation in protests
and for alleged contact with the
People’s Defense Force according to a report by RFA Burmese.
In Yangon, 10 activists, who were
arrested in relation to a bombing

in Yankin Township in April 2021,
were given seven years in prison
under Section 19(f) of the Arms
Act and another eight youths
from North Okkalapa Township,
convicted of attacking the junta’s
lackeys in 2021, received death
penalty under the Counter-Terrorism Law between March 30
and 31.
Attacks on Journalists
Between March 11 and April 10,
about 10 journalists were targeted by the junta with persecution.
The sentences were from twoyear imprisonment up to 11 years
in prison. Most of the journalists
were facing charges under Section 505A of the Penal Code, but
some of them had other charges
slapped against them such as
high treason under Section 124(c)
of the Penal Code, Section 33(b)
of the Electronic Transactions
Act and 51(c) and 52(a) of the
Counter-Terrorism Law.
The most notable charges were
against a reporter with the Bago
Weekly, Nyein Chan Wai is facing a total of 11 years and three
months for high treason and incitement charges, according to a
report by RFA Burmese on March
12. Co-founder of Kamayut Me-
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dia, Han Thar Nyein is also facing
over 15 years of imprisonment,
sentenced to two years in prison
for charges under Section 505A
on March 21, and was charged
with Electronic Transactions
Act which carried a maximum
15-year imprisonment penalty
on March 28. A Taunggyi-based
journalist, Khaing Myint Tun, was
also sentenced to 10 years in
prison on terrorism charges by a
junta court inside Nyaung Shwe
Prison in Shan State on April 5.
Since the coup, more than 100
journalists have been detained
with over 50 journalists still in
detention with at least 18 prosecuted under the Min Aung
Hlaing-led military council.
Over 9,000 Still Facing Charges
Since the military coup on February 1, 2021, a total of 10,449 people currently remain under detention according to a report by
AAPP on April 29, and only 1,029
people have been sentenced
to prison. It means about 9,420
people in detention are still facing various ridiculous charges
that the junta has imposed upon
them. That’s 9,420 futures that
the junta is planning to ruin, just
to stay in power for their gain.

Mohinga Talks: NUG through

the Lens of a Youth Leader on the Battlefield
This month, the National Unity
Government (NUG) celebrated its
first year of formation. While the
civilian-elected government has
received tremendous support
from the public, they receive no
short of criticisms when it comes
to the NUG’s lack of support for
resistance fighters. This month,
we talked to student leader
turned resistance fighter Zeyar
Lwin, who is part of the University
Students’ Unions Alumni Force.
From somewhere in the liberated area, Ko Zeyar Lwin shared his
insights on the armed struggle
of the Myanmar people and the
parallel government.
MM: The NUG has been formed
for one year now. Among its
work throughout the year,
what is the most satisfying
work they have done in your
opinion: from their support to
CDM & PDFs to international relations?
ZL: NUG’s most successful work
in the past year is international
relations, I must say. On the international stage, the NUG has
received so much support compared to the SAC – like the way
the US plans on transferring 1 billion USD which was frozen in the
Federal Reserve bank, or the way
the foreign minister of Malaysia and NUG’s counterpart have
held meetings. We can see that
NUG’s international relations are
getting stronger. And at the UN,
we all know that the NUG takes a
lead in the credentials challenge
as well. These are the results of
NUG’s effort, but at the same
time, we must acknowledge that
there is room for improvement in
the way NUG has been managing
CDM or PDF support.

MM: What do you think is NUG’s
weakness?
ZL: From my perspective, at the
time of armed struggle, the NUG
cannot reach the ground on a
large scale, so they lack in keeping in touch with the conditions
of soldiers, or managing the formation of battalions, funding,
logistics, etc. I can’t say much
about CDM support but in the
defense department, two major weaknesses of the NUG are
management and arming the
soldiers. Also, working with parliamentarians is the major challenge for us resistance fighters
on the ground. Due to their lack
of capacity, political ignorance,
and their desire to be the master
even in the toughest of times, we
have faced unnecessary mishaps
and misunderstandings.
MM: What do you think of
their trust-building effort with
ethnic armed organizations
(EAOs)?
ZL: I’m actually satisfied to some
extent with the way the NUG
try to build trust with the EAOs
such as the way they liaise with
Kachin Political Interim Coordination Team (KPICT) in Kachin
State, Chin National Front (CNF)
in Chin State, and Karen National
Union (KNU) in the southern part.
I believe that the NUG has been
liaising with the EAOs through
both official and unofficial channels. So I must say that to some
extent I’m satisfied.
MM: The SAC also called for
peace dialogues with the EAOs
recently. What would be the
deciding factor for the competition of NUG and SAC in winning the trust of EAOs?
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ZL: I believe that the EAOs understand very well who is who at
this point, right. However, I think
some EAOs may feel the need
to put on some sort of facade in
their formal relationship. Among
the EAOs, leading EAOs do not
show any favor towards the SAC,
for sure, but they might want to
maintain a formal engagement,
maybe. So I guess it’s still early
to talk about “deciding factors”
but we can see that most of the
EAOs are gradually standing with
the people.
MM: In the formation of NUG,
some of the cabinet members,
formerly NLD representatives,
are controversial as they ignored the ethnic affairs in the
previous administration. As a
student activist who advocated for democracy and youth
affairs, what do you think of
NUG’s stance on engaging with
ethnic people?
ZL: According to the 2020 election results, the majority of NLD
representatives were elected
so the NLD has legitimacy. So I
don’t have any critical comment
on NLD members dominating
the NUG… But what’s problematic is the way the NUG interacts
with ethnic leaders or attempts

“No

good will
come out if the
NUG does not have
any concise roadmap for federal
democracy,
and
imposes its own
management
in
ethnic areas without respecting the
ethnic people.”
to manage the ethnic areas. I’m
sure you’ve already heard about
the formation of township authorities under the NUG in ethnic areas which happened very
recently. It was ugly for a government that vows for the formation of a federal democratic
state. This incident raised a red
flag on how the NUG sees the future of our country and made me
wonder if the NUG really understands the discussions made at
the National Unity Consultative
Council (NUCC) regarding the
Federal Charter by ethnic representatives. No good will come
out if the NUG does not have any
concise roadmap for federal de-

mocracy, and imposes its own
management in ethnic areas
without respecting the ethnic
people.
MM: In an interview with RFA
on April 18, NUG’s Minister for
Defense U Yee Mon said that
about 250 battalions of PDFs
have been formed, and NUG has
been in contact with the majority of 400 local defense forces.
The parallel government raised
USD 34 million and spent 85%
of the fund to provide arms for
the PDS. Since you’re on the
battlefield, could you please
confirm to us that his answers
reflect on-ground situations?
ZL: In terms of facts and figures,
it should be correct because I
believe they have the financial
expenses, records, and all. But,
we need to check on the onground situations, for instance, in
some areas, battalions have been
formed but there are no soldiers
there. So the NUG needs to inspect and confirm these situations, but it doesn’t have any representative on the ground. Also,
there are several problems on the
ground, there are many groups
who couldn’t reach out to the
NUG. There is a misunderstanding among the resistance forces,

and trust-building is in dire need.
I’m sure you know there was an
ugly situation where the resistance fighters killed civilians out
of distrust. The NUG’s ministry of
defense cannot reach all these
situations. So U Yee Mon may be
saying the right facts and figures
on paper, but deviations can be
found on the ground for sure.
MM: To accelerate the armed
revolution, what kind of actions do you want to see the
most from the NUG?
ZL: The NUG’s ministry of defense should level up its management in order to accelerate
our armed revolution. The ministry has formed several commands all over the country. They
should reach out to battalions
on the ground through these
commands, improve the chain
of command, and build trust
amongst the resistance fighters. Also, the distribution of arms
should be properly managed, and
weapons should be delivered
to the fighters on the ground. If
the NUG can level up its management in these areas, I believe
that we can expand the territories we can control in the future,
and if I’m allowed to be hopeful,
we can even seize a town or two.

We write weekly to
document the coup, to
share our experience,
and to contemplate.
The daily entries can be
read here:
https://mohingamatters.com/
weekly-updates/
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A Silver Lining: Myanmar Revolutionary Forces Reform Outdated Education
The United Nations Children’s
Fund (UNICEF) report on education recovery (2022) describes
that children from low-andmiddle-income countries have
suffered from learning losses compared to their peers in
high-income countries during
the COVID-related school closures. Among them, Myanmar
experiences almost 60 weeks of
school closures, and less than
20 percent of their children at
age 10 can read or comprehend
a simple text as of 28 February
2022. With the Covid and coup,
Myanmar children’s access to
education deteriorates. Another UNICEF report on the country
(2021) details that approximately
12 million children have missed
school for 18 months due to
Covid and coup.
The junta chief Min Aung Hlaing
wanted to solve this problem by
attempting to reopen schools
in June 2021, only to close them
again within a month during
the Covid outbreak in July 2021.
Many students and teachers
had earlier joined the Civil Disobedience Movement (CDM) at
the beginning of the coup and
some thousands of students and
teachers continue to boycott the
junta’s schools. The attendance
remained low due to widespread
instability and security concerns
where large numbers of schools
are stationed by the military’s
soldiers. However, two years into
Min Aung Hlaing’s unlawful coup,
whether to receive education
under the military has become a
dilemma for many students and
parents. Again, Min Aung Hlaing
attempted to reopen schools,
except those under Covid restric-

tions, in November 2021. This
time, some had started to worry
if they made the right decision
by boycotting education under
the military’s administration. Especially those who are seniors
in high schools and university
programs. Without a completion
certificate, they can neither continue higher education nor seek
employment. Many senior students are seen asking for help
and advice on Facebook scholarship group pages on what to do
next, and how to pursue higher
education at the same time boycotting the military’s education.
Though attendance is still low,
a number of students have secretly returned to schools. Nationwide, more than 300,000
students registered to take the
2021-2022 matriculation exams
(university entrance exams), reported by the junta’s examination committee in March 2022.
Meanwhile, strikes and protest
marches continue to put an emphasis on the continued boycott
of the education system offered
by the military which they coiled
it as “Slave Education”. This reference to “Slave Education” goes
back to the first student-led
movement by the then Rangoon College students in 1920
against the British education
system that was discriminatory,
elitist, and exclusionary of the
native populations. As a result
of the boycott by the students,
‘National Schools’ for the native
populations were founded. To
many in Myanmar, the military
connotes the colonialist and fascist regime with excessive use of
pro-military nationalist propaganda, and its education system
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is outdated and exclusionary to
Myanmar’s diverse ethnic and
religious communities. The education system under the military
only bores slaves for the same
institution. As a result, many
have begun to look for alternative education just as some 100
years ago, and many programs
have emerged.
A third party, usually anti-coup
protesters from educational
backgrounds, and the Ministry of Education of the National
Unity Government (NUG) have
organized an alternative education. The alternative education offered by both the NUG’s
Ministry of Education and by
the third parties aims to reform
the outdated and discriminatory education system. So far,
NUG has provided more than
3,000 teaching videos although
with criticism that these videos
may not be useful with frequent
power outages and expensive
data charges. Additionally, the
alternative education offered by
various groups includes unusual
subjects such as gender issues,
peace and federalism, human
rights, rights of minority groups,
ethnic languages, and so on.
They hope that the new educa-

“Many senior students are seen asking for help and
advice on FB scholarship group pages
on what to do next,
and how to pursue
higher education
while at the same
time
boycotting
the military’s education.”
tion system is rights-based, inclusive, and practical. Programs
are largely run by volunteers including CDM teachers. Although
the classes and courses are largely free and started off as free
courses, some organizers had
monetized the courses to give
financial support to CDM teachers in return. There are many alternative programs offered by
different pro-democracy groups
namely Pyit Tine Htaung, Spring
University, Burma Academy, and
many more.

Among them, Spring University Myanmar-SUM offers online
courses and it writes “SUM aims
to offer alternative and vocational education pathways for
students that catalyze civic engagement and pro-democracy
narratives within and beyond
the Spring Revolution”. The
courses offered are ethnic minority languages such as Karen
and Mon, democracy, human
rights, peace, federalism, peace,
arts, and social sciences, college
preparation, gender-based violence and etc…Burma Academy
is a student-led education program aiming to get rid of conservative ideologies and they
set the “Free Education Policy”
for all. NUG’s interim education
program has also designed both
online and offline home-based
learning programs although
there are some implementation
limitations due to internet and
electricity disruptions as well as
conflicts. However, a success
story is unfolding in Myaung
Township, Sagaing, where the
revolutionary force had implemented 26th basic education
schools (primary to high schools)
just in April 2022 when the township came under the control of

the pro-democracy People Defense Force-Myaung. Another
non-NUG offline school in Karenni called Nway Oo Guru Lay Myar
is also offering refugee students
an education that helps them
cherish local knowledge and embrace local practices integrating nature and community. It is
a great example of local-based
learning by exploring and doing.
It is true that the military education boycott has become a dilemma to many as the revolution
drags on. There are also students
and parents who have given up
on their boycott of the military’s
education two years into the
coup. Despite all of this including coup-induced instability and
frequent electricity and internet outages, Myanmar people
put their best efforts into learning and looking for ways to find
solutions. Particularly, a silver
lining here is to finally get rid of
the outdated military’s slave education system and to optimize
these alternative education opportunities for a future of Myanmar children that is progressive
and inclusive.

References:
- https://www.unicef.org/lac/media/32546/file/Where-are-we-in-education-recovery.pdf
- https://www.unicef.org/media/114711/file/Myanmar%20Humanitarian%20Situation%20Report,%2031%20
December%202021.pdf
- https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/6/14/schools-occupied-attacked-amid-turmoil-of-post-coupmyanmar
FB pages:
Myaung Education Network,Ministry of Education, National Unity Government of Myanmar,Nway Oo
Guru Lay Myar, Burma Academy, Spring University Myanmar- SUM, Pyit Tine Htaung
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Letter from the Battlefield
Darling, don’t grieve for me when I can no longer come home
my days are numbered; hence I wrote this in advance
…
don’t blame PDF if I die
we have been deliberately left to rot from the beginning
loathe the power-craving generals instead
…
if I can no longer come home
take charge of your life carefully, and remember
don’t ever let my son join this (military) institution
…
for our son’s future, go to Mudon (Town) where his grandma lives
I have saved up a little money and left it with mother
it’s about 5 lakhs, ask for it
I will abandon from here when I get a chance
…

I will take a picture of this letter and send it through U Tun’s Viber
and as long as I live
I promise to come back to my family at any cost
the army has gone bad, these battles are nonsense
soldiers on the ground paying the price for the crazy leader’s mess
I should have listened to you….
I deeply regret that I did not leave earlier
…
I miss you, Nilar
take care of our son
the end

The above letter was written by a regime soldier who perished during a battle against the
resistance forces. The note was found on the body, and it’s uncertain whether his family had
received the soft copy when he was still alive as intended. If more people inside the regime’s
army think like him and quickly side with the people they are supposed to protect, the victory
of democracy may not be so far away.
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Highlights of the Armed Resistance
in April
NUG announced second wave of operation
in Yangon

it had completed the first wave

tacks against the Junta’s military,

of Pyan Hlwar Aung Operation

economy

and introduced the second wave

were recorded. Its final assault

named Nan Htike Aung Opera-

was the hit on the Central Bank’s

Yangon Military Command un-

tion. Pyan Hlwar Aung Operation

vice governor which drew some

der the Ministry of Defense,

was conducted for seven months

criticism.

NUG announced on April 8 that

during which a total of 1128 at-

Five PDF members
ambushed and killed
in Monywa

and

administration

gion with security provided by

soon as the protest ended up suc-

PDF members on the morning

cessfully, the resistance rangers

of April 17. The pictures circulat-

assigned on security duty on the

ed online showed people carry-

road were ambushed by the joint

Hundreds of peaceful protesters

ing poster slogans and chanting

forces of Pyu Saw Htee members

marched the highway road out-

protest songs while surrounded

and SAC’s forces during which

side Monywa Town, Sagaing Re-

by PDF soldiers carrying rifles. As

five youths were killed.

conducted an offensive that last-

Town, Sagaing Region was am-

ed about nine hours. At least 20

bushed by local resistance forces

soldiers of the junta were re-

on April 24. At least five soldiers

On April 22, a skirmish between

portedly killed while one resis-

of the junta were said to be killed

the regime’s army and local re-

tance ranger also died and two

on the spot during the 30-minute

sistance forces was reported in

were wounded during combat.

clash.

the south of Kalay Township near

Moreover, the regime’s forces

Myitthar River. About 250 troops

trespassing in the south of Kalay

Epic clash reported in
Sagaing’s Kalay Tsp

Clashes in Karenni
Claimed Lives from
Both Sides

kaw, Demoso, Hpruso and Baw-

lost at least ten. Since there are

lakhe towns of Karenni State and

currently multiple war fronts in

resulted in casualties from both

Karenni State, its resistance lead-

sides. About 48 soldiers from the

ers have urged NUG to begin an

During the second week of April,

regime’s forces died in the bat-

offensive in other regions as well.

clashes have intensified in Loi-

tles while the people’s side also

SAC’s Kyaut Nyat base
fallen, KNLA’s tactical commander died
during clash

(KNLA) successfully managed to

on the station, and tragically, KN-

seize control of the junta’s stra-

LA’s tactical commander Colonel

tegic military base Kyaut Nyat in

Htoo Ka Shaw was killed. The col-

Mutraw District, located on the

onel was a well-respected indi-

Salween River that separates

vidual in the force and his death

A coalition of resistance forces

Karen State from Mae Hong Son

even overshadowed the victory.

such as the Bamar People’s Lib-

in Thailand on April 28. Follow-

People across the country paid

eration Army (BPLA) and Kar-

ing its defeat, the regime’s forces

tribute to him on social media.

en

retaliated by launching airstrikes

National

Liberation

Army
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Monsoon Break & What It
Means for Armed Resistance
Around mid-April, there was a
piece of leaked information from
the regime’s camp that “The military has declared an emergency
period with no end date within
its forces around the country”.
First, we did not know what it
meant.
According to soldiers participating in the Civil Disobedience
Movement (CDM), the “emergency period” is an order to shift the
offensive launch that the army
has been conducting across the
country into a defensive position. Min Aung Hlaing’s army
usually does not issue that order
frequently (according to CMD
soldiers, the order may be issued
twice a year with a short amount
of timeline). Coincidentally or
not, Min Aung Hlaing issued the
order right after National Unity
Government (NUG)’s announcement that its coalition forces are
ready to launch battles to siege
cities across the country.
What could be the reason why
the junta is issuing an order of
defensive position at this time?
We all witnessed via news reports that the junta’s forces have
been losing on every battlefront
on the ground across the country and as a result, its air force
has also been experiencing traffic on their hotline as every front
calls for air support. Rumor says
some of the regime’s commanders have even refused to go out
fighting without a guarantee of
fighter jets to the rescue. Such
things considered, the reason
why Min Aung Hlaing may have
ordered his troops to take a defensive position is that Myanmar
usually experiences heavy rain
and wind in the monsoon season
which is around the corner and

that can crumple the in-demand
air force support for his troops.
Lacking the perfect weather to
strike from the air, with soldiers’
morale being the lowest, Min
Aung Hlaing realized his troops
would not be able to hold many
lands, they would either be killed
in combat or abandon their posts.
According to military analysts,
Min Aung Hlaing has got to make
a choice. Will he easily let his men
abandon their posts or will he let
his men die when the coalition
of resistance forces siege their
posts? When he is facing such a
dilemma, there is also a downside to that regarding resistance
forces in urban areas. Because either decision of Min Aung Hlaing
will have fewer troops out on the
battlefield, we can expect that
those forces (even if not in full
force) deployed in the attacking
position will soon be assigned
back to the major cities where
the regime has absolute control.
That is the moment for resistance groups in the cities to take
extra care of. The junta’s soldier’s
grudge will certainly be put on
urban guerilla forces and anti-regime protesters when they are
back in the cities. Hence, those
who have been conducting offensives against the junta in the
urban setting must act more discreetly.
Throughout the revolution, there
is a running joke among Myanmar citizens that we are soon
going to end up like North Korea
and South Korea, two countries
speaking the same language
yet separated and different in
so many ways due to one’s iron
ruling and one’s democratic governing. The joke may as well become a reality here soon. The
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main capital and developed cities such as Yangon, Mandalay,
and others in central Myanmar
would make up North Myanmar while ethnic regions such as
Chin, Karenni, Kachin, Karen, and
dry zones where the armed resistance has been strong such as
Sagaing and Magway have great
potential to be the more developed South Myanmar.
Come monsoon, the regime’s
forces retreating from the very
front lines for they cannot hold
the land may as well end up oppressing and committing more
atrocities in the areas they have
control like “North Myanmar”.
And the junta would not try to
stop his forces as it would be a
perfect strategy to restore its
troops’ morale by venting out at
the unarmed citizens or urban
guerilla forces.
To avoid that and organize
more liberated areas around the
country, people from the junta-controlled areas like “North
Myanmar” would have to come
together. Citizens must support
NUG and its affiliated forces
which are fighting against the regime when there is still time. Get
behind the urban guerilla forces,
support funds and help out in every possible way. Otherwise, it
would be too late.
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